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UK retail sales mauled 
by ‘Beast from East’ 
icy weather
LONDON: British retail sales slid 1.2 percent in March, as “Beast
from the East” freezing weather sliced demand for car fuel but
boosted online purchasing, official data showed yesterday. “The
month-on-month growth rate fell by 1.2 percent due to a large fall
of 7.4 percent from petrol sales; a likely consequence of adverse
weather conditions, which impacted travel,” the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) said in a statement.

Analysts’ consensus forecast had been for a drop of 0.6 percent.
The ONS added that “department stores were the only sector to
show positive growth in March at 0.8 percent, with feedback from
retailers suggesting that online offers for Mothering Sunday and
Easter boosted Internet sales more than usual during the adverse
weather”.  Britain suffered freezing temperatures from late February
through to March as blasts of icy weather from Siberia engulfed Eu-
rope.  Yesterday’s retail sales data had been keenly awaited by mar-
kets for further clues on the outlook for UK interest rates.

“The figures, combined with the inflation and labor market data
earlier in the week won’t make for easy reading for the Bank of Eng-
land which has been prepping investors for a rate hike... in May,”
said Craig Erlam, senior market analyst at Oanda. “Softer inflation
and weak consumer spending at a time when the economy is grow-
ing at a slow pace and facing the uncertainty of Brexit makes the
case for a rate hike less compelling.” —AFP

LONDON: Energy market professionals estimate
there is a 40 percent chance of the US economy en-
tering recession before the end of next year, rising to
a little over 50 percent before the end of 2020. The
results are based on a survey sent by Reuters to
7,000 energy market professionals between April 13
and April 17, with responses received from 700.

There is a wide dispersion of views, and most see
only a low risk of recession in 2018, but the assessed
probability increases significantly in 2019 and espe-
cially 2020. The state of the global economy is one of
the most important drivers for oil consumption and
prices, so the economic outlook is crucial to the cal-
culations of OPEC and other oil suppliers.

The United States now accounts for less than one-
fifth of global economic activity, but the rest of the
world is unlikely to grow strongly if the United States
is in recession, so it makes a useful proxy for global
growth. Predicting turning points in the economic and
trade cycles is notoriously difficult, but the current
global expansion shows increasing signs of maturity
and escalating trade tensions create clear downside
risks. OPEC and its allies, as well as other oil produc-
ers, need to incorporate the increasing probability of
a US recession and global slowdown when projecting
oil consumption and prices in 2019 and 2020.

Mature expansion 
The current US economic expansion started in

July 2009 and is already 106 months old, according
to the Business Cycle Dating Committee of the Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research. The current ex-
pansion will become the second-longest on record

next month, surpassing the long boom of the 1960s.
If the economy is still expanding in July 2019, it will
become the longest on record, passing the long boom
of the 1990s. The US expansion is part of a synchro-
nized global upturn in industrial activity and trade that
is lifting consumption of oil and other commodities.
The global economy continues to display broad-
based momentum and is predicted to remain healthy
in 2018 and 2019, according to the International Mon-
etary Fund. World output increased by 3.8 percent in
2017 and is forecast to rise by 3.9 percent in both
2018 and 2019 (“Global economy: good news for now
but trade tensions a threat”, IMF, April 17).

Global trade volumes increased last year at the
fastest rate since 2011, when the global economywas
still rebounding from the financial crisis, according to
the World Trade Organisation.

The WTO forecasts trade will grow nearly as fast
in 2018 and 2019, which would be the best run of
growth since before the financial crisis.

Trade threats 
The current cyclical expansion has considerable

momentum in the short term, which should ensure that
it continues in the short term, but there is increased
anxiety about whether it will be sustained in 2019 and
2020. Both the WTO and the IMF have warned about
potential downside risks arising from increasing trade
tensions between the United States and China.

The recent exchange of tariff threats between
Washington and Beijing contains a substantial ele-
ment of bluffing so it is hard to estimate the risks that
the threats will turn into an actual trade war.

But even if the tariffs are never imposed, the in-
creased uncertainty could have a damaging impact
on business confidence and investment plans. Survey
respondents were evenly divided about whether the
trade tensions would have a damaging impact on
global growth. Some 48 percent thought trade ten-
sions would harm growth between 2018 and 2020,
which also implies 52 percent thought they would not
or were unsure. Respondents from North America
were slightly less concerned than those in other re-
gions, about the effect of trade threats, with only 45

percent thinking they would prove harmful. In con-
trast, respondents from other regions put the proba-
bility of trade tensions damaging global growth
marginally higher at 53 percent.

U.S. respondents may be more sanguine about
the use of tariff threats as a negotiating tactic
and/or that tariffs would benefit the domestic
economy. Respondents from the rest of the world
are slightly more worried, perhaps more concerned
about the risk of miscalculation and the damage to
confidence. —Reuters 

US recession risks seen rising 
sharply in 2019, 2020: Survey

US expansion part of a global upturn in industrial activity

BRADDOCK: In this file photo, a worker leaves US Steel Edgar Thomson Steel Works in Braddock, Pennsylvania.
Despite continued economic growth, US businesses and farmers are increasingly concerned about the trade
spat with China which already has pushed prices higher, according to a Federal Reserve survey released on
Wednesday. —AFP

Unilever spreads 
the love from 
margarine sale
THE HAGUE: Anglo-Dutch consumer giant Unilever yesterday
announced a six billion euros ($7.4 billion) buy-back scheme
ahead of the spin-off of its spreads division, as it braces for
major company changes. Sales however in the first quarter were
down 5.2 percent to 12.6 billion euros, falling from 13.3 billion
euros in the same period in 2017, it reported, citing a negative
impact from currency exchanges.

Chief executive Pol Polman voiced confidence however
ahead of the sale of its margarines division, and amid plans to
drop London as one of its two bases. “The first quarter demon-
strates another good volume-driven performance across all
three divisions,” Polman said in a statement, highlighting a 4.0
percent sales growth in emerging markets. He revealed that a
six billion euros buy-back program would be launched in May
“to return the expected after-tax proceeds from the spreads
disposal. We are raising the dividend by 8.0 percent, reflecting
confidence in our outlook.”

The company said in December that it had sealed a 6.8 billion
euro deal to sell its spreads division to US private equity giant
KKR, and Polman said the move was expected to be completed
“in the middle of the year.” Its magarines division includes such
familiar names as Flora, Blue Band and Rama. 

In another major shake-up, the company is also readying to
end its dual-headed structure, abandoning its London head-

quarters in favour of Rotterdam. The company was founded in
1930 after the Dutch margarine producer Margarien Unie
merged with British soapmaker Lever Brothers. It has over 400
brands in its portfolio, including household names like yeast ex-
tract Marmite, PG Tips tea and Persil washing powder, Knorr
soup as well as Dove beauty products and Magnum ice-cream.

Shareholder concerns 
Until now, it has maintained a dual-headed structure, with

listings on the London, Amsterdam and New York stock ex-
changes. But last month, the company announced it was choos-
ing The Netherlands to host its headquarters, dealing a blow to
Britain’s efforts to keep multinational companies onside follow-
ing Brexit. The move came in the wake of a failed hostile bid by
US rival Kraft Heinz last year, which analysts said played a key
role in Unilever’s decision as the Netherlands has stronger
takeover protection rules.

Sources told the Financial Times the company has been
holding meetings with British-based shareholders to convince
them it is the right move. But some top shareholders told the
British financial daily they are “extremely worried” about the
plans, which would likely see Unilever excluded from the FTSE
100. Unilever employs some 169,000 people around the world,
but the change in its structure will have no impact on its 7,300
employees in Britain and 3,100 in the Netherlands, the com-
pany said.

As it prepares to shed its spreads, Unilever revealed that
sales without that division stood at 11.9 billion euros, also a 5.2
percent drop on the first quarter in 2017.

The first quarter results failed to impress markets, with shares
dropping 2.33 percent to 45.14 euros a share by 0830 GMT on
the Amsterdam AEX bourse. —Reuters 


